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DTrace: Dynamic Tracing in Oracle Solaris, Mac OS X and FreeBSD (Oracle Solaris Series)Prentice Hall, 2011

	In early 2004, DTrace remained nascent; while Mike Shapiro, Adam Leventhal, and I had completed our initial implementation in late 2003, it still had substantial gaps (for example, we had not yet completed user-level instrumentation on x86), many missing providers, and many features yet to...
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The Coder's Path to Wealth and IndependenceApress, 2014

	Developers, programmers, technical architects, and consultants: You are highly skilled and have deep commitment to your craft as well as the motivation to excel. It’s time to step away from the perceived security of a full-time salaried position, or a marginally successful solo business, and step into a world of freedom, independence,...
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CMMI® SCAMPI Distilled Appraisals for Process ImprovementAddison Wesley, 2005
The Standard CMMI Appraisal Method for Process Improvement  (SCAMPI) is an invaluable tool for organizations seeking to drive quantifiable  improvements in systems and software engineering. SCAMPI appraisals can help  those organizations identify the strengths and weaknesses of their current  processes, reveal crucial development...
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Succeeding with Open SourceAddison Wesley, 2004
Much like Odysseus—who had to negotiate perils between Scylla and Charybdis—IT managers face daunting challenges. On one side, there is relentless pressure to cut costs. On the other lies an unending demand for innovative solutions. However, unlike Odysseus, IT managers must not simply avoid either fate: Instead, they must fulfill both...
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Practical Eclipse Rich Client Platform Projects (Practical Projects)Apress, 2009
Eclipse and the Rich Client Platform (RCP) together form a leading development platform. It provides a lightweight software component framework based on plug–ins. In addition to allowing Eclipse to be extended using other programming languages, it provides the key to the seamless integration of tools with Eclipse. The RPC gives Eclipse its...
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Fodder Crops and Amenity Grasses (Handbook of Plant Breeding)Springer, 2009
The main role of grasses, clovers and alfalfa in temperate agriculture is still to provide forage for ruminant animals but, in the last decades, the importance of amenity grasses increased markedly and, in the near future, new developments in the areas of energy and biomass use can be envisaged. Fodder Crops and Amenity Grasses, fifth volume in...
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Intelligent Open Learning Systems: Concepts, Models and Algorithms (Intelligent Systems Reference Library)Springer, 2011

	The book addresses the problem known in the literature as Open and Distance
	Learning (ODL). ODL describes new concepts of the process of learning-teaching
	organization. ODL is becoming very popular at universities that offer education
	via online and/or distance learning, both in synchronous or asynchronous modes.
	More precisely, the...
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The Inner Game of Stress: Outsmart Life's Challenges and Fulfill Your PotentialRandom House, 2009

	Renowned sports psychology expert W. Timothy Gallwey teams up with two esteemed physicians to offer a unique and empowering guide to mental health in today’s volatile world. The Inner Game of Stress applies the trusted principles of Gallwey’s wildly popular Inner Game series, which have helped athletes the world over, to...
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RESTful Web Services Cookbook: Solutions for Improving Scalability and SimplicityYahoo Press, 2010

	
		While the REST design philosophy has captured the imagination of web and enterprise developers alike, using this approach to develop real web services is no picnic. This cookbook includes more than 100 recipes to help you take advantage of REST, HTTP, and the infrastructure of the Web. You'll learn ways to design RESTful web...
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Security in Computing Systems: Challenges, Approaches and SolutionsSpringer, 2008

	This monograph on Security in Computing Systems: Challenges, Approaches and
	Solutions aims at introducing, surveying and assessing the fundamentals of secu
	rity with respect to computing. Here, “computing” refers to all activities which
	individuals or groups directly or indirectly perform by means of computing sys
	tems,...
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Text, Speech and Dialogue: 13th International Conference, TSD 2010, Brno, Czech Republic, September 6-10Springer, 2010


	The annual Text, Speech and Dialogue Conference (TSD), which originated in 1998, is

	now starting its second decade. So far more than 1,000 authors from 45 countries have

	contributed to the proceedings. TSD constitutes a recognized platform for the presentation

	and discussion of state-of-the-art technology and recent achievements in...
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JBoss EAP6 High AvailabilityPackt Publishing, 2013

	From the basic uses of JBoss EAP6 through to advanced clustering techniques, this book is the perfect way to learn how to achieve a system designed for high availability. All that's required is some basic knowledge of Linux/Unix.


	Overview

	
		A thorough introduction to the new domain mode provided by...
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